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obituary 
T. D. Lysenko 
IT rs a paradox that Trofim Lysenko, 
who died at the age of 78 on November 
20, J 976, was for 30 years the best :.-= 

known spokesman for communist ct 
science both inside and outside Russia. ~ 
For he was not a member of the Com- G 
munist Party, he was hardly a scientist, 
and of eours·e he never left Russia. It 
was his part in the fluctuating relations 
of successive heads of the Soviet 
Government with science and with agri
culture in the Soviet Union that 
aroused this world-wide interest. 

What first brought Lysenko to notice 
was his claim in 1930, based on his 
work at a Ukrainian plant breeding 
station, that pretreatment of grain 
would enable Russian farmers to sow 
winter wheat in spring and thus to reap 
an increased harvest. This claim, made 
in the year of Stalin's 'great break·, 
was soon linked with wider generalisa
tions. 

It was said that such treatments 
would change heredity, displacing the 
slow methods of orthodo"x plant breed
ing. Hence they would revolutionise 
both the practices of agriculture and 
the theories of biology. For sceptical 
observers it was not clear whether these 
claims were based on scientific experi
ment or philosophic expectation. But it 
was believed that they were the result 
of collaboration with a Marxist mentor, 
Professor I. I. Prezent, who for long 
remained in the background. Neverthe
less, first scientific and then political 
journals in Russia began to discuss 
them. Eventually the newspaper Pravda 
and the whole Soviet press was seen 
to he accepting the evidence and pro
riagating the arguments of Lysenko. 
The demand arose for a public discus
sion of the relative merits of \,Vestern 
idealistic bourgeois genetics and the 
new practical materialistic and Marxist 
science. 

At this point other branches of the 
Government stepped in. An Inter
national Congress on Genetics which 
was being arranged in Moscow for 
l9J7 by N. L Vavilov, the President 
of the Lenin Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences, was ordered to be postponed. 
In its place a debate was arranged 
before a purely Russian and largely 
agricultural audience. Here the geneti
cists were ·allowed to defend themselves 
and there was a serious argument. But 
by this time Stalin's purges were in full 
swing and when the great man himself 
appeared on the platform and inter
vened to exclaim "Bravo, Comrade 

Lysenko" it was obvious how the argu
ment would he settled. 

Yavilov had been removed from 
some of his offices before the meeting. 
After it was over the leading geneti
cists, one by one , disappeared. Those 
who were members of the Party were 
shot. Vavilov himself was not arrested 
until 1940. He was then sentenced to 
death as a British spy (having been a 
frequent visitor to Britain). He was 
reprieved hut later died in prison. 
Lysenko took over his chief posts and 
these he continued to hold for twenty
five years. 

News of what had happened leaked 
out of Russia only after the war. By 
1946 critics in Britain and the United 
States were beginning to make serious 
charges. Lysenko and the Soviet 
Government were accused of collusion 
in scientific fraud and political murder. 
Lysenko's second active phase then 
began. He denounced the critics abroad, 
and any who might support them at 
home. as enemies of the people. 

To make it clear what this meant, a 
,econd debate was now arranged. The 
battle lines were laid down in advance. 
On the Marxist and Leninist principles 
of struggle anJ partisanship, two biolo
gics were seen to be implacably 
opposed. On one side was Lysenko's 
own science. honest, creative and 
revolutionary, marxist and materialist, 
proletarian and patriotic. On the other 
side were the false and futile works of 
the Mendelist-Morganist Weismannists 
who were hardly human and almost 
entirely foreign. 

The meeting took place in August 
1948. Again it was at a time of crisis, 
the battle over Berlin. A few surviving 
\upporters of genetics were allowed to 
speak, heckled and ridiculed from the 
floor. 1.ysenko's followers filled the 
hall. They also filled the pages of the 
proceedings with long citations from 
Marxist authorities. What their state-
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ments amounted to in a positive sense 
was simple but comprehensive. It was 
the assertion that the inheritance of 
acquired characters must be the basis 
of all plant and animal improvement. 
From this immense generalisation only 
man was excluded, eugenics and 
medical genetics having been abolished 
in the 1930s. In a negative sense there 
was another conclusion which could 
also he put in a nutshell. As Lysenko 
said: "No efforts of the advocates of 
the chromosome theory of heredity ... 
to lend their theory a materialistic 
appearance can change the character 
of the theory which is essentially 
idealistic" (Applause). The obstinate 
material character of the chromosomes 
and heredity, which had been unknown 
to Marx, was thus shown never to have 
existed. 

The climax of the meeting came 
when Lysenko announced that his 
report had been examined and as was 
to he expected, approved, by the 
Central Committee of the Party 
(Swrmy Applause, Ovation, All Rise). 
After Stalin's death Lysenko added the 
footnote that his patron had most 
diligently edited the report before 
approving it. Well he might, for the 
631 pages of the Proceedings translated 
into many languages were ordered to 
he circulated in well-bound editions at 
home and abroad . 

At the end of the meeting three pro
fessors of genetics admitted their errors 
and promised to follow Lysenko's 
guidance in future. Those whose 
honesty and courage forbade submission 
were degraded and dispersed. By a 
series of decrees all teaching and re
search in genetics, agricultural or 
medical, was suppressed. Books were 
destroyed, type broken up and libraries 
purged throughout the Soviet Union. 
There followed a period of idolisation 
of Lysenko. He was now a Hero of 
Socialist Labour with nine Orders of 
Lenin. His statue appeared in public 
places and the State Chorus sang his 
praises. 

I .ysenko's career, so far, had been 
sustained by a stream of projects, like 
his first proposal, to parallel the work 
of collectivisation in revolutionising 
Soviet agriculture. Vernalisation of 
wheat was followed by inherited vernal
isation. Hybridisation within varieties 
was followed by pollination without 
hybridisation and hybridisation without 
pollination. Summer potatoes in the 
North were followed by spring wheat 
in Siberia; by a /Our de force wheat 
became rye and by love-marriages 
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extraordinary fruit hybrids became 
fertile , while under the master's hand 
a hazel sprouted from a hornbeam. 

During Stalin's lifetime the succes
sion of claims was too rapid to dis
prove and too dangerous to contradict. 
But when he died critics raised their 
heads. And when Khrushchev, three 
years later, announced a thaw, they 
dared to open their mouths. The fact 
that none of Lysenko's claims had ever 
been vindicated might now, it seemed, 
prove to be his undoing. But matters 
of state are not to be so easily disen
tangled . As can happen even in a 
free world the industries of com
munication and education were now 
implicated with the establishment in a 
general deception. They were also in
filtrated by the secret police. What was 
worse, it turned out that the successor, 
Khrushchev himself, liked Lysenko; 
not as Stalin did, for his theory but for 
his earthy language and proverbial 
wisdom. 

So it was that Lysenko enjoyed one 
last spell of power. The virgin lands 
of Kazakhstan and the novc-1 possibili
ties of cattle breeding offered him new 
fields to conquer. The two men em
barked on these ventures in partnership 
and their failure seems to have con
tributed to the downfall of both. For 
Zhores Medvedev's exposure of this 
failure in Samizdat led to his confine
ment in a psychiatric clinic. But it had 
been known to the Praesidium before it 
deposed Khrushchev on October 14, 
1964. The customary newspaper cam
paign followed. But now, for the first 
time , it was turned against Lysenko. 
He was dismissed as head of the 
Academy's Institute of Genetics on 
February I, 1965. And the Institute 
itself (not for the first time) was 
dissolved. 

News of these developments was re
leased abroad. But the Russian public 
were only by rumour allowed to per
ceive that a great pillar of the state 
had somehow been withdrawn: and to 
feel that two systems of belief, abandon
ing the struggle to the death , were to 
he allowed to shake down together. 
When summer arrived, sure enough. 
the Academy in Moscow was allowed 
to celebrate the centenary of Mendel's 
paper and to dispatch to Brno in 
Czechoslovakia seventy geneticists, the 
largest of all delegations, to lay a 
wreath on the Abbot's monument. 

Thus everything, it seemed, could 
now be amicably and democratically 
arranged. Lysenko, for his part, could 
remain a member of three academies. 
He could keep his titles and pension, 
his following of university professors. 
his jo urnal regularly published and his 
Experiment Farm in the Lenin Hills. 
And the grateful geneticists were free 
to pick up what they could , first in 
medica l, then in animal, and ultimately 

in plant genetics, from the ruins that 
Lysenko had left them. Meanwhile the 
Government could forget that it had 
ever interfered in these academic 
matters. 

Outside Russia, however, the damage 
that had been done to the relations 
between scientists and communism 
could never be repaired . The view of 
communism as meaning the liberation 
of science, held in the 1920s had been 
turned inside out. With this painful 
reservation, inside Russia, it is a hope
ful sign that the restored geneticists are 
proposing to hold in Moscow in August 
1977 the International Congress on 
Genetics so tragically abandoned forty 
years ago. The history, the theory, and 
:he philosophy of genetics are not 
among the 35 headings proposed for 
discussion. But, no doubt, the names 
of the men whom Lysenko destroyed 
will he discreetly remembered. 

One more question should he asked: 
was Lysenko a charlatan? It is an im
portant question because fraud is 
always, and in all countries, bound 
to collect in the wide fringes of science. 
He was obviously ill-educated, quite 
shallow, very cunning and a little de
ranged. As Vavilov put it, privately, he 
was "an angry man" of a kind we all 
know. And he found his anger brought 
him great rewards. On the other hand, 
his followers were far from angry. 
They had calculated the rewards that a 
corrupt system had to offer them . 

It remains to say that the world of 
science owes a debt to three bodies of 
men in connection with Lysenko. There 
were those like Vavilov who died in 
fulfilling their duty. There are those 
like Andrei Sakharov and Zhores Med
vcdev who resisted and survived. And 
there are those devoted scholars out
side Russia, notably David Joravsky 
and Loren Graham , who have enabled 
us now to understand so much of what 
happened. C. D . Darlingron 

S. B. Pessoa 
T11E DEATH of Professor Samuel 
Barnsley Pessoa, removed the grand 
master of parasitology from Latin 
America, a region where the subject 
has flourished vigorously throughout 
this century. His predecessors in Brazil 
included H. de Beaupaire Aragao, 
Carlos Chagas, H. da Rocha Lima and 
Oswaldo Cruz. Pessoa himself founded 
a school of workers who have pene
trated into all corners of South and 
Middle America . The training of the 
first generation stemmed from their 
close association with German, French 
and Italian scientists either directly in 
the New World or during their own 
visits to Europe in pre-world war days. 
Pess{ia's monumental book, Parasito
logia Mcdica, has gone through many 
editions and is in constant use in 
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Portuguese and Spanish speaking 
countries. 

Pessoa was born in Sao Paulo on 
Ju nc 4, I 898, the son of Leonel Pessoa 
and Anna Barnsley, who was of English 
descent. He spent the greater part of 
his life in Sao Paulo, and died there on 
September 3, 1976. 

After qualifying in medicine, he 
entered in 1925 the General Pro
phylactic Service of the State of Sao 
Paulo as an experimental officer 
attached to the Institute of Hygiene. 
His work took him far afield and he 
quickly became acquainted with the 
severe sanitary problems of the rural 
areas as well as those of the city. The 
distress a nd poverty of so much of the 
population transformed him into an 
ardent fighter for the abolition of the 
system, which accepted this situation 
with equanimity, and his ideas became 
increasingly revolutionary. 

His abilities were quickly recognised 
both in the academic and in adminis
trative fields : he was appointed to a 
Chair in the Faculty of Medicine of the 
University of Sao Paulo in 1931 and 
was later made Director General of 
Health. ln the latter role he entirely 
re-organised the service by starting 
large scale campaigns against endemic 
diseases and initiating research projects. 
He took an active part in the latter 
and made many original contributions 
notably in muco-cutaneous leishman
iasis, trachoma and schistosomiasis. His 
observations on espundia and on the 
transmission of this form of leishman
iasis were fundamental. He studied the 
epidemiology of Chagas' disease and 
disentangled some of the problems of 
the cardiac complications and other 
phenomena of 'mega'. 

Pessoa's reputation was so great that 
he was appointed to numerous chairs 
throughout Brazil and even in his last 
years, he was still commuting between 
different universities from one end (e.g. 
Goias) of Brazil to the other (e.g. Santa 
Catarina). Pessoa never hesitated to 
express his views and he was often 
threatened with prison or dismissal. In 
th -? last I .'i or :w years of his life , he 
became entranced by the parasitic 
protozoa of snakes and lizards, working 
both at the Institute of Butantan and 
in the field on these parasites, which 
had always attracted Brazilian scientists; 
he disclosed many new species and 
methods of transmission by leeches and 
other invertebrates. 

Pessoa was a colourful character, 
always welcome in international gather
ings, where his astute and original mind 
was much appreciated. But above all, 
he was revered by his past pupils who 
could count both on his loyalty and 
protection during trials and persecu
tions, and invaluable advice regarding 
their scientific problems. 

P. C. C. Garnham 
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